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You are accessing a U.S . Government (USG) Information System (IS) that is provided for USG
authorized use only. 

By using this IS (which includes any device attached to this IS), you consent to the 
following conditions: 
. The USG routinely intercepts and monitors communications on this IS for purposes including, 
but not limited to, penetration testing, COMSEC monitoring, network operations and defense, 
personnel misconduct(PM), law enforcement(LE), and counterintelligence(CI) investigations . 

At any time, the USG may inspect and seize data stored on this IS. 

Communications using, or data stored on, this IS are not private, are subject to routine 
monitoring, interception, and search, and may be disclosed or used for any USG-authorized 
purpose . 

. This IS includes security measures (e .g., authentication and access 
controls) to protect USG interests - not for your personal benefit or privacy . 

. Notwithstanding the above, using this IS does not constitute consent to PM, LE or CI 
investigative searching or monitoring of the content of privileged communications, or work 
product, related to personal representation or services by attorneys, psychotherapists, or 
clergy, and their assistants. Such communications and work product are private and 
confidential. See User Agreement for details. 

By clicking on the link below, you are agreeing to the terms and conditions outlined in the 
aforementioned text. 
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This is an automated message. Please do not replay to this e-mail. These documents may 
contain sensitive information to include privacy act material - please handle accordingly. 
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TODD YOUNG 
INOIANA'S 91'\ot 0.STRiCT 

WASHINGTON, DC OFFICE 
1721 LONG""'°"™ ~08 

W"SHIHGTON, OC 20515 
Pl<ON~: (~2) 225--5315 

FAX: 1202) 22~6886 

The Honorable Leon Panetta 
Secretary 
U.S. Department of Defense 
1000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-1000 

Dear Secretary Panetta, 

(fiongres$ .of tJre ~nii:eh ~bths 
~uBe .crf ~r25rntati&2s 

~:udyitt_gtan, ~QI .20515 

April 27, 2012 

COMMIT1iE ON 
AAMfiD SE1MCl$ 

COMMITTEE ON 
THE80DGET 

The last decade of war has demonstrated that the United States military superiority is a 
combination of brave, selfless warfighte.rs and superior American made hardware. As we prepare for the 
recently announced strategic posture shift. I respectfully implore the DoD to ensure that the critical 
industrial base that enables our nation's military superiority remains intact. 

The American warfighter is the best trained and equipped soldier to ever walk the face of the 
earth. The tools of a soldier come from the hard labor of the American worker and unique industries that 
define om nation and our mi1itary. Regrettably. because we were not ready, the pre-9/11 warfighter 
initially rode on and carried into battle outdated and insufficient tools. Whether we are fielding more 
advance body annor, tanks, or even aircraft carriers, our service members need to continue to receive the 
necessary tools to accomplish the continuing and future missions. 

With our new military posture and shifting resow-ccs. it is important to remember both the 
warfighter and the industry that supports him. Our warfighters need to retain critical capabilities to defend 
our interests. whenever and wherever they may be. Ifwe drastically cut our equipment and the 
conesponding industrial base, we disadvantage our future service members. Make no mistake, like yo~ I 
believe it is nonsensical to build equipment we do not need. However, as a member of the Anne<l Services 
and Budget Committees, I have yet to receive a satisfactory explanation demonstrating how the DoD 
requests are tied to a real strategy. We should not begin at a budget figure and spend accordingly, we 
should instead define a mission and arrive at a figure. 

In the coming months, it is my sincere hope that the DoD reassesses its budget priorities which 
may unduly harm the critical industrial base needed to support our nation's warfighters. 

279 0UAR1'ERMASTER CT. 
JEFFERSONVILLE. IN 47130 

(812) 288-3999 

In service, 

V1srr Ouft WEesrre 
TOOCYOUNG.HOtJSE.GOV 

1111111~•111 
080005214-12 
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